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Introduction.
Why was the Second Pacific Squadron defeated by Combined Fleet on May 27th,
1905? A plethora of reasons have been presented in the hundred years following the
Battle of Tsushima: the Russian ships were manned by inferior sailors; the Russian
commanders were incompetent; and lastly, the Russian ships were obsolete
technologically. For each reason, the inverse has been argued regarding the Japanese.
Thus a wholly fictitious understandings of the battle has been constructed, portraying the
Russian side as incompetent, foolhardy and technologically inept, while the Japanese are
portrayed as brilliant, determined, and technologically savvy. Though a fiction, there is a
kernel of truth to each assertion. It has been well established that crew-quality was a
critical factor at Tsushima, one favoring the Japanese. It has also been established that the
Russian fleet which steamed for Vladivostok took with it older and in some cases
obsolete warships. Certainly the Japanese commander, Togo Heihachiro, is remembered
today as a sort of 20th century Nelson. The Russian commander, Zinovy Rozhestvenskii,
on the other hand has received over a century worth of criticisms for a number of his
orders. Suffice it to say, these factors do not adequately explain why the Japanese won
the Battle of Tsushima. I believe that the correct answer actually and has nothing to do
with the quality of crews, commanders, or the modernity of the ships involved. The
answer is technological in nature, but is specific to the quality of the munitions fired by
the Japanese fleet. Some explanation may be required as to why ammunition quality, as
opposed to all other technological innovations was decisive: for the purpose of this study,
I have identified six principle areas of naval technology for exploration. I will discuss
each in sequence in the sections below. In the section on Crews I will consider the crews
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of the respective fleets from a technological perspective- how great of a factor was the
so-called ‘quality’ of the human crews involved in the battle? In the Designs section, I
will discuss the ship and fleet acquisition policies followed by the respective powers:
how were the Combined Fleet and the Second Pacific Squadron composed? The
following section on Weapons & Ammunition discusses the nature of the Japanese
ordinance- the furoshiki shells- which I believe were the decisive factor at Tsushima. The
section on Armour attempts to highlight the defensive capabilities of both fleets. The
section on Engines & Fuel discusses the mobility of the opposing fleets, including the
quality of coal used by the Japanese and Russians. The final section, on Communications,
considers the coordination of the fleets during the battle, and the attempt made by the
Japanese to conduct scouting operations before the battle. In short, this paper will
demonstrate that, to the exclusion of all other factors, the Japanese were victorious at the
Battle of Tsushima because the Combined Fleet possessed decisively superior
ammunition.
Why have I chosen to analyze the Battle of Tsushima, instead of perhaps Jutland,
or Leyte Gulf, or any other modern naval engagement? There are two reasons. Foremost,
no conclusive and comprehensive modern analysis of the battle has yet been conducted
with the objective of exploring both the Russian and Japanese experiences at Tsushima
from a technological perspective.1 Secondly, I should state explicitly that I believe
Tsushima to have been the most important naval battle of modern times, eclipsing all

1

The most comprehensive text covering the technology utilized by both sides is
certainly J. N. Westwood’s Witnesses of Tsushima, published in 1970. Even then, as the
title suggests, Westwood is more concerned with the human factor then the technological,
and his analyses is accordingly incomplete from the technological perspective.
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other 20th century naval engagements in terms of significance. In introducing his
Tsushima in 1933, A. Novikoff-Priboy attempted to convey this significance:
Since warships first appeared in the world, there have been many naval
engagements. Only three of them, however, can rank with the Battle of Tsushima
in respect of magnitude, importance, and far-reaching consequences. The first of
these was the Battle of Salamis, in 480 B.C., when the fleet of Xerxes was
destroyed by the Greeks. The Persian navy was enormous, whereas that of the
Greeks, under the command of Themistocles, was relatively small. The second of
the outstanding naval actions to which I have referred was the Battle of Lepanto,
fought in the Adriatic in the year 1571. On this occasion the united fleets of the
Christian powers of Europe, under Don John of Austria, inflicted a crushing
defeat upon the Turkish navy, and made an end of Mohammedan sea-power in the
Mediterranean. Then, at a much more recent date, in 1805, came the Battle of
Trafalgar, where Admiral Nelson (who in previous sea-fights had lost an eye and
an arm, and was now to lose his life) signally defeated the united French and
Spanish naval forces under the French admiral Villeneuve and the Spanish
admirals Gravina and Alava. Gravina perished as well as Nelson, the victor, and
Villeneuve was taken prisoner. The allies lost nineteen ships to the English, the
prisoners numbering twelve thousand.
The fourth naval action of supreme importance, the one with which this
book is concerned, was fought in the Far East, near the island of Tsushima, during
the Russo-Japanese War, on May 14 (O.S.) or May 27 (N.S.), 1905. To its worldwide significance I shall return in due course. For the moment I wish to explain to
the reader how my narrative came into being, and why it was not published until
wellnigh thirty years after the events with which it deals.
I myself took part in this dramatic conflict as a seaman (my actual rating
was that of paymaster’s steward) on board the ironclad Oryol. The enemy shells
spared my life…2
Novikoff-Priboy’s text has been criticized as a novelization of history: more concerned
with telling a story then presenting facts in a systematic manner.3 He also writes before
the Second World War, and thus does not consider the significance of the naval
engagements fought between 1939 and 1945. Nevertheless, Novikoff-Priboy’s
introduction establishes Tsushima’s place amongst the great naval battles of history.
There can be little doubt that this battle set in motion the course of events in Russia and
2

A. Novikoff-Priboy, Tsushima, trans., Eden & Cedar Paul (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944),

vii-viii.

Evgeny Sergeev, Russian Military Intelligence in the War with Japan, 1904-05
(New York: Routledge, 2007), 10.
3
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Japan which have come to influence the entire history of the world throughout the 20th
century.4
In a recent issue of The Russian Review, John Steinberg asked the question, “Was
the Russo-Japanese War World War Zero?” stressing the perhaps forgotten impact the
first major conflict of the 20th century played in determining the course of history to
follow.5 Certainly the Russo-Japanese War was a modern war. Steinberg is quite
convinced that this World War Zero was a total war, “a twentieth-century phenomenon
that affects every aspect of a nation’s economic, cultural, and political life, and, once
hostilities ceased, had a transforming impact on the politics and societies of both
belligerents.”6 Steinberg is careful to note that total wars are not limited strictly to the
twentieth century (the Napoleonic Wars have often been described as a total war), but
maintains that, with regards to financing and propaganda the Russo-Japanese War
resembled the wars which followed it more then the wars which preceded it. It was a
nationalistic imperialist war, fought by conscript citizen-armies. The rhetoric and
propaganda which fueled the war was of a most modern caliber.7 One can think of other
similarities: heavy artillery, barb-wire, machine guns and bolt-action rifles were part of
the conduct of all three of the major wars of the 20th century. In some respects, the

4

Pleshakov, The Tsar’s Last Armada, xvi.

5

John W. Steinberg, “Was the Russo-Japanese War World War Zero?” in., The Russian Review,
vol., 67, no., 1 (January 2008), 1-7.
6
7

Ibid., 3.
Consider Naoko Shimazu, “Patriotic and Despondent: Japanese Society at War, 1904-05” in.,

The Russian Review, vol., 67, no., 1 (January 2008), 34-49, for the Japanese case of wartime propaganda; &
Rosamund Bartlett “Japonisme and Japanophobia: The Russo-Japanese War in Russian Cultural
Consciousness” in., The Russian Review, vol., 67, no., 1 (January 2008), 8-33, for the examples from the
Russian case.
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outcomes of each war was also decided at sea. “The modern world was born at the turn of
the last century” summarizes Constantine Pleshakov.8
Nevertheless, Tsushima cannot be considered the first truly ‘modern’ naval battle,
even if the Russo-Japanese War was the first ‘modern’ war. Tsushima was fought with
transitionary technology which, after the battle, became almost instantly obsolete. The
airplane, for example, had yet to be incorporated into the arsenals of the major powers,
and its presence would serve to advance the pace of the changing nature of naval combat
in the following World Wars. Range-finding technology was in its infancy in 1905, and
the pursuit of its development would also have profound ramifications for naval combat.
The completion of the HMS Dreadnaught in 1906, with its steam turbine engines and
“homogeneous” 12-inch armament was destined to render obsolete all the warships
which had preceded it.9 The navies of the world powers in 1905 required the latest
advances to remain competitive, and as technological innovation occurred rapidly and to
such great effect, “ships became obsolete before they were launched.”10 This was a truism
more applicable to the Russians then the Japanese in 1905. Nevertheless, the fleets
engaged at Tsushima included some of the most modern warships afloat, and the myth
that the Russians went into battle outfitted with totally obsolete technology must be
attacked.
Richard Hough is one historian of Tsushima who can be credited with
perpetuating the obsolescence myth. In 1958 his influential, The Fleet That Had to Die
was published. This book pursues the voyage of the Second Pacific Squadron and adheres
8

Constantine Pleshakov, The Tsar’s Last Armada (New York: Basics Books, 2002), xv.

Bernard Ireland & Tony Gibbons, Jane’s Battleships of the 20th Century, ed., Ian
Drury (New York: HarperCollinsPublishers Inc., 1996), 100.
9

10

Lynn Montross, War Through the Ages (New York: Harper & Row, 1960), 671.
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to the belief that the Russian fleet “was a collection of forty-two mainly old and all badly
equipped men-of-war;” and that Rozhestvenskii himself was a “frustrated and irascible
aristocrat” who believed more in dieing for his Czar then in actually defeating Togo.11
Hough’s work, however, is only one among many which has caused seemingly
irreparable damage to the historical legacy of the Second Pacific Squadron. Lamar Cecil
followed Hough’s work with his own, “Coal for the Fleet that had to Die” published in
The American Historical Review in 1964. Therein, Cecil maintained that Second Pacific
Squadron, the former Baltic Fleet, was composed of “rusty, undermanned, antiquated
hulks in no condition to make steam” for Vladivostok halfway around the world.12 In
reality, of course, the Russian 2nd Pacific Squadron was actually composed of some of the
most modern warships of the age, and J. N. Westwood goes as far as to proposes that the
Second Pacific squadron, far from being an antiquated and obsolete fleet, plagued with
logistic and technical difficulties during it round the world voyage, actually represented,
“with its repair ship, hospital ship, supply ships, and colliers,” the precursor to the
modern, self-contained battle fleet.13
Extensive efforts by modern historians have been required to resurrect the legacy
of both Rozhestvenskii and the Second Pacific Squadron. It is with great satisfaction thus,
that Ronald H. Spector begins his recent At War at Sea, published in 2001, by
acknowledging that the Japanese and the Russian fleets were composed of warships
“which were among the most advanced in design” and that “on paper the two fleets

11

Richard Hough, The fleet that had to die (New York: Viking Press, 1958), ix.

Lamar J. R. Cecil, “Coal for the Fleet that had to Die,” in, The American
Historical Review, vol. 69., no. 4. (July, 1964), 990.
12

13

Westwood, Witness of Tsushima (Tokyo: Sophia University, 1970), 74.
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seemed fairly evenly matched.”14 Nevertheless, I disagree with Spector’s opinion that
“technological determinism” cannot explain the outcome of the Battle of Tsushima. He
writes that “technological determinism fails to explain… when two opposing navies
employ similar technologies in the same manner, [how] one can be more successful than
the other, as the Japanese were against the Russians in 1904-5.”15 Spector oversimplifies
the issue. His claim that there was relatively no technological discrepancy between the
two fleets ignores the crucially important case of munitions, where the Japanese and
Russians differed to decisive effect. Even texts seemingly concerned with technological
issues, such as David Evans’ and Mark Peattie’s Kaigun, published in 1997 and focusing
specifically on the technology utilized by the IJN, refuse to state explicitly any single
reason for the Japanese victory.
Though Evans & Peattie acknowledge that “the Japanese preponderance was
primarily due to the devastating topside damage inflicted by Japanese shells” they
maintain that crew quality was decisively important.16 Evans & Peattie affirm to the
notion that the “the qualitative disparity between the two sides at Tsushima in nearly
every category of material and leadership was so great” that the Russians actively lost the
battle as much as the Japanese seemed to have won it.17 I would contend that this kind of
thinking simply reiterates conclusions which had been drawn immediately after the war,
and that Evans & Peattie have failed to identify the true significance that their own
conclusions allude to: specifically that the battle was won (and lost) on the issue of
ammunition. All other factors were at best secondary. Westwood had successfully arrived
14
15
16
17

Ronald H. Spector, At War at Sea (New York: Viking Penguin, 2001), 1 & 7.
Ibid, vi.
Evans & Peattie, Kaigun, 127.
Evans & Peattie, Kaigun, 124.
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at this conclusion in 1970. He proposed that “if the Russian shells had had the same
explosive qualities as the Japanese the outcome of the battle might, just possibly, have
been different.”18 How breathtaking it is to consider that the entire course of world events
rested entirely on the seemingly obscure factor of munitions. Traditionally, and this
continues today, historians writing on the Battle of Tsushima have been unwilling to
credit such a singular and decisive factor.
More important is how Tsushima is remembered outside the realm of expertise. In
Nicholas Riasanovsky’s textbook, A History of Russia, published in 2005, for example,
the Second Pacific Squadron is described as an “antique fleet” with no reasoning given
beyond the fleet’s supposed antiquated nature for the Russian defeat.19 The uniformed
reader would believe, naturally enough, that the Russians were defeated by their general
technical obsolescence- a conclusion which is both untrue and needless, given that a far
more accurate and succinct reason exists, in the form of decisively superior ammunition.
By the same trend, Peter Duus’ textbook, Modern Japan, published in 1998, considers
the Second Pacific Squadron “incredibly inept” leaving the reader to once more draw
false conclusions regarding the reason for the Russian defeat.20 Other examples certainly
exist, but this paper is only superficially concerned with pedagogy, and thus should move
on.

18

Westwood, Witness of Tsushima, 176.
Nicholas V. Riasanovsky & Mark D. Steinberg, A History of Russia, 7th ed. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2005), 375.
19

Peter Duus, Modern Japan, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1998), 145.
20
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The Battle.
The Battle of Tsushima was the only decisive naval engagement fought between
fleets of battleships. The battle was fought from approximately 1:30 in the afternoon of
May 27th to 10:50 in the morning on the 28th, 1905, when the last Russian ships
surrendered.21 The events in the Straits of Tsushima occurred less than five months short
of October 21st 1905, the one hundredth anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar. The
Japanese fleet, known as the Combined Fleet, was led by Admiral Togo Heihachiro.
Togo was a hereditary samurai, owing fealty to the Satsuma daimyo. Togo had been sent
to Britain to receive officer training in February of 1871.22 He returned to Japan, was
promoted to the rank of captain, and distinguished himself as a naval commander during
the Sino-Japanese War, with the result of his promotion to the rank of Rear Admiral.23
The Russian fleet was known as the Second Pacific Squadron and was led by Admiral
Zinovy Rozhestvenskii. Rozhestvenskii’s father had been a military doctor, and through
that position Rozhestvenskii had managed to join the Russian Naval Academy.24 After
graduation he specialized in artillery training, and “then got involved in testing guns,
shells, and armor as a member of the Artillery Committee.”25 He participated in the
Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, and after organizing the training regime for the new
Bulgarian Navy, and serving as an attaché in Britain, he was promoted to Read Admiral.26

21

Pleshakov, The Tsar’s last armada, 284.

22

Busch, The Emperor’s Sword, 33.
A war in which “he had been the first Japanese officer to fire a shot”. David Walder, The Short
Victorious War (London: Hutchinson & Co Ltd., 1973), 58. “Togo participated in this campaign with
distinction” in Konstantin Pleshakov, The Tsar’s last armada: the epic journey to the Battle
of Tsushima, 32. On his promotion to Rear Admiral, Busch, The Emperor’s Sword, 56.
23

Pleshakov, The Tsar’s last armada, 39.
Ibid., 40.
26
Ibid., 50.
24
25
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It was 1898, and over the following years Rozhestvenskii would gain the favor of the
Czar. In 1903 the Czar appointed Rozhestvenskii to the position of Head of Naval
General Staff.27 Praised for his incorruptibility and iron command, Rozhestvenskii was
chosen as the natural leader for the Second Pacific Squadron: the man to get the job
done.28 On September 28th, 1904, he had been dispatched along with the latest warships
built in Russia, to relieve the First Pacific Squadron blockaded at Port Arthur by Admiral
Togo. Port Arthur had been under siege from the Japanese Army since the beginning of
June, 1904. At incredible human cost, the Japanese pushed to capture the critical Hill
203, overlooking Port Arthur. The battle for Hill 203 was of a kind easily comparable to
the warfare which engulfed Western Europe in 1914.29 Hill 203 fell on December 6th,
giving the Japanese the position they required to observe the fall of their heavy artillery
upon Port Arthur. The Japanese guns proceeded to make quick work of the trapped
Russian First Pacific Squadron. The remaining Russian forces in Port Arthur surrendered
on January 2nd, 1905.
At this point the Second Pacific Squadron was waiting at Nossi-Be in Madagascar
to meet with Rear Admiral Dimitri von Felkerzam’s cruiser detachment which had sped
through the Suez Canal while Rozhestvenskii took the bulk of the squadron around the
Cape of Good Hope. Reformed into a single fleet, Rozhestvenskii and the baron von
Felkerzam were ordered, in light of the fall of Port Arthur, to make for Vladivostok, the
last Russian naval base on the Pacific. Furthermore, Rozhestvenskii was informed that
another fleet was being dispatched from the Baltic to reinforce him. This haphazard

27
28
29

Pleshakov, The Tsar’s last armada, 53.
Pleshakov, The Tsar’s last armada, 37.
Noel Busch, The Emperor’s Sword (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1969), 77.
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squadron, composed of older coast defense ships and a pair of new cruisers, was titled the
Third Pacific Squadron. Under Rear Admiral Nebogatov, the Third Pacific Squadron met
Rozhestvenksii at Cam Ranh Bay, French Indo-China, on May 8th 1905. Admiral
Felkerzam, who had been ill for some time, died on May 11th, leaving Nebogatov second
in command.30
So it was that on the evening of May 26th, 1905, the complete Second Pacific
Squadron, having traveled over 18,000 miles and steamed for seven and a half months,
attempted to force a passage through the Sea of Japan and reach Vladivostok.31 Visibility
was initially low, mist and later haze obscured the straits of Tsushima. Admiral Togo,
informed by his scouts that the Second Pacific Squadron was on its way towards the
Tsushima Straits, made steam from his Korean base at Masan to intercept Rozhestvenkii.
The two fleets became engaged on the afternoon of the 27th, and by the morning of the
next day it was clear that the Japanese had been victorious.32
This is what happened:
After signaling for battle speed, 15 knots, at 1355 [1:55] Togo unfurled his
famous Nelsonian signal, the Z flag: [Japanese text]… (The fate of the empire
rests upon this one battle; let every man do his utmost). He then turned westward
and held course for a few minutes. The two fleets were now about 6 miles (11,000
meters) apart, the Russians coming on at their battle speed of 10 knots.”33
Togo’s Combined Fleet was now steaming directly towards the Russian squadron,
and would have proceeded to pass it in an indecisive engagement, had not Togo,
Nebogatov, for reasons of morale and secrecy, was not informed of Felkerzam’s
death, and was thus unaware that at the time of the battle he was indeed the second in
command.
Bosch claims that Felkerzam had died on the 25th. Busch, The Emperor’s Sword, 158.
31
Ronald H. Spector, At War at Sea (New York: Viking Penguin, 2001), 5. See
Appendix (A).
32
See Appendix (B).
30

33

Evans & Peattie, Kaigun, 118.
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“determined to annihilate his opponent,” ordered the fleet to turn and maneuver alongside
the Russian line on a parallel trajectory. 34 Known as ‘the Turn’ this maneuver was at
once the most daring and ultimately successful maneuver of Togo’s career.35 While his
Combined Fleet was making this “U-turn” it meant that each ship “would pass through a
fixed turning point as though rounding an invisible buoy, thus presenting in effect a
stationary target to the enemy’s fire.”36 However, once the turn had been completed, the
Combined Fleet would be able to use its superior speed to overtake the Second Pacific
Squadron and force it off its course for Vladivostok. Rozhestvenskii would be forced to
fight if he intended to escape. Of course, the Mikasa and Togo along with it, would have
to survive long enough to exact such a fate upon the Russian squadron, and while the
flagship was turning, it was wholly vulnerable: seeing his opportunity, Rozhestvenskii
ordered firing. A hurricane barrage commenced, scoring 16 hits on the Mikasa in rapid
succession, destroying the ship’s wireless antenna.37 These shots were fired from the
Suvorov, Alexander III and the Borodino, as the rest of Rozhestvenskii’s squadron was
still forming into a single line.38 As the “sea around the Mikasa churned with Russian
shells,” the Japanese flagship became so obscured from shell splashes that only a further
three hits were scored in the following ten minutes.39 Nevertheless, the Russian gunfire
was causing some telling damage. The Yakumo’s forward turret had been damaged, while

34
35

Ibid.
See Appendix (C).

36

Busch, The Emperor’s Sword, 147.
Busch, The Emperor’s Sword, 150. Constantine Pleshakov, The Tsar’s Last Armada, 269.
38
Pleshakov, The Tsar’s Last Armada, 269.
37

39

Ibid.
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the “armored cruiser Asama was forced out of the line by a series of hits that crippled her
steering gear.”40
Despite these setbacks, the Japanese had yet to return fire in any concentrated
manner. The battleships Mikasa, Shikishima, Fuji, and the Asahi slowly completed their
turns. The armoured cruisers Kasuga, Nisshin, Idzumo, Yakumo, Asama, Azuma, Tokiwa
and Iwate followed.41 These twelve ships proceeded to concentrate their fire upon the
Suvorov and Oslyabya, the flagships of the First and Second divisions of
Rozhestvenskii’s squadron.42 Togo ordered “normal” firing against the Russians at 2:11,
and then “rapid” firing at 2:18.43 As can well be imagined, the battle at this point became
quite intense, both sides trading shots in rapid succession.
Realizing the danger of his position, Rozhestvenskii attempted to open the range
between the two fleets. Togo would not allow this, and his advantage in speed allowed
him to maintain pressure on the Russian line. The Japanese continued “closing and
punishing the Suvoroff in her upperworks and batteries, starting fires, scouring
unprotected positions with a hail of splinters from shell fragments”.44 Rozhestvenskii
himself was soon wounded as the Japanese barrage continued. The Osliabia was having
the worse of it, however: the battleship’s upperworks had already been devastated when
the ship suffered a critical hit which opened up the hull and cut the power to its forward
turret.45 Three successive 12-inch shells fired from the Asahi tore open the Osliabia’s

40

Spector, At War at Sea, 16.

41

J. N. Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, 180.

42

Ibid.
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David C. Evans & Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997), 119.
Padfield, The Battleship Era, 177.

44
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hull, and the ship capsized shortly thereafter at 3:30.46 The Suvorov, with the wounded
Rozhestvenskii, proceeded to steam out of control.47 With two flagships now effectively
lost, there could be little doubt to which belligerent the victory would go. Nevertheless,
the Second Pacific Squadron was far from combat ineffective, and the battle continued.
As the evening progressed, visibility was significantly reduced due in large part to
the fires burning aboard the Russian ships. The Japanese and Russian lines reformed, and
when they next encountered each other the gunnery duel of the afternoon was repeated.48
The Borodino and the Oryol had taken the leading position, followed by the Third
Division under Nebogatov.49 Togo concentrated his fire upon the Borodino. Four hours
later the ship was just ”a burning shell.”50 Then, “around 6:30” the Alexander III, which
had been trailing the Russian division in a crippled state, capsized. The Borodino,
suffering a hit from the Fuji proceeded to explode at 7:12.51 Earlier the Japanese had
attempted to sink the damaged Suvorov, but the Russian flagship remained afloat despite
being struck in the stern by a torpedo.52
As night fell, the Togo sent his torpedo boats and destroyers into action. The
Fourth Destroyer Flotilla torpedoed and sunk several Russian ships during the night and
early morning of the 27th and 28th. At 8:20 the evening of the 27th the Suvorov was finally
torpedoed and sunk, though the injured Rozhestvensky had long since been transferred to

46

Ibid., 19.

47

Evans & Peattie, Kaigun, 120.

48

Ibid., 122.
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Evans & Peattie, Kaigun, 122.
Pleshakov, The Tsar’s Last Armada, 278.
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the destroyer Bedovy.53 At 2:30 the next morning the destroyers found the badly damaged
Navarin and sunk it by spreading mines across the battleship’s course.54 The Fourth
Destroyer Folitlla also repeatedly launched torpedo attacks against the Sisoi Veliky, but
the ship remained afloat until it was scuttled along with the Admiral Nakhimov to avoid
capture.55 Nebogatov and the remainder of his Third Pacific Squadron were eventually
overtaken by Togo’s fleet. Realizing his situation to be hopeless, Nebogatov surrendered.
Rozhestvenskii, aboard the Bedovy, was also captured shortly thereafter.56
The fates of the remaining ships were diverse: some went down firing
their guns, others were run aground or scuttled or were interned in neutral ports,
some simply surrendered. The Izumrud, which had escaped when Nebogatoff
surrendered, ran on the rocks in Vladimir Bay, and became a total wreck, a
stone’s throw from Vladivostock. Only the cruiser Almaz and two destroyers, the
Bravy and the Grozny reached that port intact.57
Indeed, the Combined Fleet had succeeded in quite totally annihilating the Second
Pacific Squadron. The Japanese had lost three torpedo boats. 110 Japanese were killed,
while 4,830 Russians had died.58 590 Japanese were wounded.59 The Japanese also
captured “almost 6000” (5,917) prisoners, “many of them wounded”.60 Lastly, 1,862
Russian sailors and officers were interned at neutral ports after the battle.61 146,900 tons
of warships had been sunk, while 58,600 tons were captured. In sum, 205,500 tons were
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lost at Tsushima, more then the 171,700 tons sunk eleven years later at Jutland.62 Indeed,
in terms of tonnage lost Tsushima ranks second among the largest naval battles of all
time- surpassed only by the vast Leyte Gulf campaign fought between Japan and the
United States during the Second World War.

62

Richard Hough, The fleet that had to die (New York: Viking Press, 1958), 209, Appendix.
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Designs.
As a matter of introducing the specifics to be discussed below, this section will
discuss the composition of the respective fleets, and describe how the warships of those
fleets fought and operated during the Battle of Tsushima. I restrict my analyses here to
capital warships only- for reasons of space it would be quit impossible to discuss all the
varieties of torpedo boats and destroyers, not to mention merchant ships, supply vessels,
colliers and so on involved in the battle.63 For information on torpedoes and torpedo
boats, consider the section below on Weapons.
The capital ships which fought at Tsushima were classified into four primary
categories: battleships, armoured cruisers, protected cruisers, and unprotected cruisers. At
the center of the battlefleet, characteristically, were the ‘ironclad’ battleships. The term
‘ironclad’ had become somewhat anachronistic by 1905, being a reference to the first
days of iron armouring where the armour plates were applied directly over the hull of
otherwise wooden ships. As Bernard Brodie establishes, a significant period of time
elapsed between the invention of naval armour plate and the introduction of iron ship
manufacturing.64 As such, the term ‘ironclad’ outlasted the wooden ship altogether and
persisted into the era of all iron ship construction. In 1905, the battleships of the
respective powers were some of the most complicated (and expensive) machines ever
constructed. The battleships were the largest ships, crewed by the greatest number of
seamen, powered by the most powerful engines and outfitted with the heaviest guns and
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armour. The ironclad battleship was a formidable island fortress, displacing 15,000 tons
of seawater or more, and often capable of steaming at speeds upwards of 18 knots.
The armoured cruiser followed in this classification hierarchy. Carrying smaller
but faster firing guns and less armour, the armoured cruisers could steam at greater
speeds than the battleships. As the name implies, the armoured cruiser was meant to
provide a middle ground between the unarmoured ‘cruisers’ of the fleet, and the heavily
armoured battleships. Armoured cruisers, taking advantage of their superior speed and
rapid firing guns, could steam along with the battleships in the battle line, adding their
firepower to the line’s formation, or be detached to pursue lightly armoured or damaged
ships independently. Generally the armoured cruiser was classed along with the battleship
as an ‘armoured capital ship’ to distinguish it from the unarmoured cruisers of the fleet.65
These were the so-called ‘protected’ and ‘unprotected’ cruisers. Brodie explains that “the
‘protected cruiser’ carried no side armor but had a thin plate of curved armor set like an
inverted saucer over the engines and other vital parts.”66 These ships were naturally quite
vulnerable, and were not intended to stand against or alongside true armoured ships.
Lacking substantial armouring, these cruisers were designed to raid merchant shipping
lanes, scout for the main battlefleet, or provide screening against torpedo boat or
destroyer attacks. ‘Unprotected cruisers’ were often little more then converted merchant
ships, outfitted with a few deck guns and tasked with the similar roles: scouting,
screening, raiding, and so on.
The Russian Second Pacific Squadron was built around a core of 5 first class
battleships, the four ships of the 15,000 ton Borodino class- Rozhestvenskii’s flagship the
65
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Knaiz Suvarov (completed in September 1904), along with the Alexander III (completed
1904) Oryol (completed October 1904), and Borodino (completed August 1904)- and the
Osliabia (12,683 tons, completed 1901) from the Peresviet class.67 These ships had been
ordered as part of the navy’s expansion plan undertaken between 1897 and 1903.68 A.
Novikoff-Priboy described his experience after being transferred from the cruiser he was
serving on to the Oryol.
The battleship Oryol seemed to me a giant in comparison with the cruiser
Minin. The first thing that struck me was its enormous size. It was painted black,
not only the armour-plate that invested the hull, but the superstructure as well.
There were twin turrets fore and aft, armed with 12-inch guns, and three turrets on
either beam, carrying 6-inch guns. The muzzles of these guns gave an impression
of formidable strength. Two stages higher was a battery deck furnished with 75millimetre quick-firing guns to deal with torpedo-boats. Upon the upper deck
were the bridges, the fore-ridge having three storeys and its middle the conningtower, and the after-bridge two storeys. At either end of the bridges were smaller
(47-millimetre) quick-firing guns, and electric searchlights. Two huge funnels,
painted yellow, towered amidships. Between these were boats, steam-pinnaces,
and torpedo-tubes. The antenna of the wireless outfit ran from the main-top to
mizzen-top.69
The hulls of these ships were protected by the newly developed Krupp Cemented
armour. The Russian battleships were made mobile by duel shaft Vertical Triple
Expansion engines capable of 16,300 horsepower and at least 17 knots (18 knots in the
Osliabia).70 The design for the Borodino class had been heavily influenced by the French
designed and built precursor, the Tsesarevich. Built at the La Seyne yards in France the
Tsesarevich, design had proven to be quite successful, and thus, Westwood suggests that
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the Borodino class should “be considered as at least the equal of their contemporaries in
other navies.”71 835 sailors and officers served aboard each Borodino, and 752 men
served aboard the Osliabia.72
More must be said of the Osliabia, for this ship with high walls stood out amongst
the slower Brodinos on account of its lighter armament, lower displacement, but higher
speed. Westwood considers the Osliabia some form of proto-battlecruiser, where the
ship’s designers had attempted to “combine the virtues of battleships and armoured
cruisers.”73 He elaborates: “Also interesting was the amount of mechanical work
entrusted to electric power, and the provision of three independent engines… On trial,
one of these vessels reached 19 knots.”74 As it happened, the Osliabia, saddled in a
squadron with several older and slower ships was not able to take advantage of its
advanced design with regards to speed.
Three of these older ships were the second rate battleships, Sissoi Veliki
(completed 1896, 10,400 tons), Nicholas I (completed 1891, 9,672 tons), and Navarin
(completed 1896, 10,206 tons).75 Of these three, only the Sissoi Veliki could be described
as a true battleship. The Navarin and the Nicholas I were really turret-ships; as the name
suggests, basically floating batteries mounting pairs of 12-inch guns in fore and aft turrets
(the Nicholas I carried only a forward turret).76 All three ships were slower than the first
rate battleships: none of these second rate ships could steam faster then fifteen-and-a-half
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knots.77 They were crewed by 622 men, as on the Navarin; 611 on the Nicholas I and 586
on the Sissoi Velik.78
At Tsushima, the Combined Fleet was centered around four battleships, all built
in Britain. These ships were, the Fuji (12,533 tons, completed 1897), the Shikishima
(14,850 tons, completed 1900), the Asahi (15,200 tons, completed 1900) and Togo’s
flagship, the Mikasa (15,140 tons, completed 1902).79 The Fuji had been built to resemble
the ships of the United Kingdom’s Royal Sovereign class, while the remaining three
battleships were derived from the design of the Majestic class.80 Each ship was outfitted
with the latest improvements at the time of its construction, yet overall maintained a
remarkable homogeneity. Specifically, these battleships were uniformly armed, and
capable of reaching the same maximum speed.81 The Mikasa was regarded at the time of
its construction as one of the best warships in the world. 637 sailors and officers served
aboard the Fuji, 836 aboard the other battleships.82 These four ships had survived several
naval engagements, including the inconclusive battle of the July 28th 1904; the Yellow
Sea. Two sister battleships, the Hatsuse and the Yashima had been lost to mines on May
15th, 1904, a secret the Japanese attempted to conceal for as long as possible. Indeed, the
events of the 15th had dropped Togo’s battleship strength by a third.
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However, these losses were not as dire as they could have been, for under the
leadership of Yamamoto Gombei the chief of the Naval Affairs Bureau, the IJN had
insisted that the any naval expansion plan undertaken by Japan be towards a “balanced
fleet.” 83 That is, Yamamoto “was not simply recommending the building of a battle
force” but an entire fleet capable of various roles.84 To achieve this goal, the Navy
purchased from England six armoured cruisers, less powerful and less protected then the
battleships, but faster as a result. These six ships were the Asama (1899, 9,700 tons), the
Tokiwa (the same), the Iwate (1901, 9,750 tons), the Idzumo (1900, 9,750 tons), the
Adzuma (1900, 9,307 tons), and the Yakumo (1900, 9646 tons). The Yakumo was built in
Germany at the Vulcan works, while the Adzuma was built at St. Nazaire in France.85 The
remaining four armoured cruisers were all built by Armstrong at the Elswick yards in
England.86 Two more armoured cruisers were also acquired from the Argentine navy,
renamed the Kasuga (1904, 7,628 tons) and the Nisshin (the same), these ships were built
by the Italian Ansaldo yard.87 Evans and Peattie describe these ships: “The cruisers were
fast, maneuverable warships armed completely with Elswick quick-firing guns (8- and 6inch) and were amply protected above and below the waterline (with Harvey nickel steel
for the Azuma, and KC [Krupp-Cemented] steel for the Izumo and Iwate).”88 All these
ships could easily steam at over 20 knots. Crew compliments ranged from a high of 726
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aboard the Asama and Tokiwa, to a low of 600 aboard the Kasuga and Nisshin.89 At
Tsushima, Togo employed his armoured cruisers in the battle line, directly behind his
battleships. This was simultaneously advantageous and risky, for while the armoured
cruisers could then add their quick-firing guns to the weight of the Japanese broadside, it
also exposed the armoured cruisers to shellfire against which their armour could provide
no protection.
The Second Pacific Squadron included only three true armoured cruisers: the
Admiral Nakhimoff, Vladimir Monomakh, and the Dmitri Donskoy. The Nakhimoff
displaced 8,500 tons, was crewed by 570 seamen. Construction of this ship had begun in
1884 and, coming from a different generation of warships, could only manage 17 knots
despite the installment of newer boilers in 1899.90 The Monomakh and Donskoy had both
been completed in 1885, and were at the time fitted with full sailing rigs.91 Though both
ships were modernized in the 1890s to improve their weaponry, they remained slow and
vulnerable under steam, capable of only 15 knots and 16-and-a-half knots, respectively.92
All three ships were thus outclassed by Togo’s newer armoured cruisers, not to mention
quite outnumbered. This disparity in armoured cruisers was not remedied by the inclusion
of Third Pacific Squadron, with its coast defense ships (more on those below), or by the
presence of the protected cruisers, Oleg, Aurora, and the Svetlana. Though quite new,
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these ships were no match for the armoured cruisers of the Combined Fleet. Indeed, the
Svetlana had once been the private yacht of Grand Duke Alexei.93
So far I have described the most powerful warships of each fleet, however both
fleets included many older and in some case obsolete warships. The Second Pacific
Squadron, particularly, contained more old ships then did the Combined Fleet, and it is
this fact which has perhaps gone the farthest to perpetuate the myth of Russian
obsolescence. The majority of these obsolete ships were included in the Third Pacific
Squadron, under Nebogatov. Rozhestvenskii, for his part, had railed against the inclusion
of what were popularly considered the “self-sinkers”- ironclad warships and cruisers
from the 1880s and even earlier.94 The modern warships of the early twentieth century
generally eclipsed these older ships in all categories of performance. A New York Times
article from February 20th, 1905, announces the news that the Third Pacific Squadron was
steaming to meet with Rozhestvenskii, and that the ships under Nebogatov were “fit for
nothing but a museum.”95 As usual, this rhetoric is only partially true. Nebogatov’s coast
defense ships were actually fairly modern, and capable of adequate speeds. That said,
they were quite out of place in the battle-line at Tsushima. I have already mentioned the
Nicholas I, which was Nebogatov’s flagship. This ship, criticized as obsolete, was
deemed sound enough for inclusion into the Japanese Navy as the Iki after Nebogatov
had surrendered it.96 The three other ships which together comprised the Third Pacific
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Squadron where the sister ships of the Admiral Ushakov class. These small warships had
been designed “to match Swedish ships,” and defend the Russian coast, and thus were
“unsuited for the voyage half way round the world”.97 None of these ships displaced more
then 5,000 tons, and all were armed with inadequate 10-inch gun turrets.98
The Combined Fleet also included its fair share of obsolete ships. The most
notable of these being the three protected cruisers the French had built for Japan at the
beginning of the 1890s for the Sino-Japanese War. Laid down in 1888 and all displacing
4,217 tons, these were the Itsukushima, Matsushima and the Hashidate.99 These ships had
proven only partially successful during the Sino-Japanese War, but had been re-fitted to
improve their speed with new, larger boilers.100 The principle armament each of these
protected cruisers mounted, a single 12.6-inch cannon, had proved unwieldy and
cumbersome at the Battle of the Yalu, being both vulnerable to sell-fire and slow when
reloading.101 Victory spoils from the 1895 war, the captured Chen-yuan, also took part in
the battle. This German constructed turret-ship had been built in 1882. The Japanese rearmed it with four modern 12 inch guns.102 Besides several old support vessels and gun
frigates which accompanied the Combined Fleet, the only other major warships of aging
design were several other protected cruisers. The Naniwa and the Takachiho, for
example, were “the first protected cruisers built for the Japanese Navy”.103 Even these
ships from 1884, however, had been modernized and refitted. Another dated ship was the
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Idzumi, built by England for Chile and acquired by Japan in time for the Sino-Japanese
War.104
In short, the two fleets were relatively equal in terms of the quality of their first
rate warships, the Russians outnumbering the Japanese in terms of battleships, but the
Japanese in turn outnumbering the Russians in terms of armoured cruisers. The Russians
also possessed a greater quantity of older ships, which served to lower the overall speed
of Rozhestvenkii’s fleet from 18 knots (the speed at which his fastest cruisers and
battleships could steam) to around 15, at best, though in battle the Second Pacific
Squadron steamed at even slower speeds. Thus, Togo’s fleet was decidedly faster then
Rozhestvenskii’s.105
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Crews.
Writing in 1906 Captain Seaton Schroeder identified the principle dichotomy
which all subsequent debate on the topic of Tsushima pursued: man versus machine.
Early analysis of the battle tended to presume that the two sides were of roughly equal
material strength, and that the greatest variable between the Japanese and Russian fleets
was the quality of the respective crews. Hence, when asking the question of why
ultimately the Japanese were victorious, Schroeder wrote this:
After all is said and done, nothing remains so steadily confirmed as the
supreme influence of the human factor, the personnel, the man behind the gun.
More important than the production of the finest weapons is the production of the
finest skill and nerve and endurance in using them; and this can exist only hand in
hand with the familiarity born of constant practice by all, from the admiral and the
captain to the gun-pointer and mechanic. In commenting upon what seems to be
the lessons from this direction, as from others, criticism of personnel has been a
far less agreeable task than discussion of material. But in distilling future
guidance from past achievement it is not possible to wholly follow Emerson's
sweet counsel not to bark against the bad but rather to chant the beauty of the
good. It is from failures that the most pointed teachings are drawn. The battle of
the Japan Sea has thundered forth anew the lesson that bravery is not all that is
required--else there had been no such defeat.106
How accurate is Schroeder’s assessment? It is true that the Japanese ships were
manned and officered by seasoned veterans, who had already proven themselves
victorious at the Battle of the Yellow Sea. The Russian naval command, on the other
hand, had been forced to resort to conscripting prisoners and political dissidents to man
the Second Pacific Squadron.107 Nevertheless, many of the sailors serving in the Second
Pacific Squadron “had sea in their blood,” and were thus not as incompetent as has since
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been implied.108 Rozhestvenskii himself had taken measures to remove some of “the
worst” elements from his fleet before attempting to pass through the Straits.109 The
Russians had also spent some time training during the voyage to Vladivostok, and the
Russian gunners had displayed at least competent accuracy during practice shooting.110 In
the event, Russian gunnery at Tsushima proved to be quite capable, the Russians scoring
“about forty hits with 12-inch projectiles,” this number being quite close to that scored by
the Japanese with like projectiles.111 Furthermore, despite the superiority of Japanese
training and experience, the gunners aboard the Japanese warships only managed to hit
their targets about 10 percent of the time- hardly overwhelming.112 Certainly these figures
produce a very different picture then that rendered by some immediately after the battle,
such as in war correspondent Sydney Taylor’s account, where “the marked inferiority of
the Russian gunnery” is cited as a crucial reason for the Russian defeat.113 It seems to me
that these early accounts of poor Russian gunnery are actually a product of
misunderstanding: The Russian gunnery was only ‘markedly inferior’ in the sense that
the Russian gunners were inflicting less damage per hit then their Japanese counterparts.
Lacking knowledge of the characteristics of Japanese and Russian munitions, it would be
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only natural for someone like Taylor to assume that the crew was at fault. Even if the
issue of gunnery can be explained away in this manner, I would not challenge
Schroeder’s assertion that the Japanese dominated the Russians in terms of the quality of
their ships’ company, or his belief that crew skill is crucial to the outcome of any naval
battle.
Nevertheless, the Japanese did not win the Battle of Tsushima because of their
superior crew ’quality’. The Japanese won because they systematically decimated the
manpower of their enemy. The early 20th century warship was a complicated system, and
the human crew can be described as a component of that system, albeit a biological one.
Long before beginning the war with Russia, the Japanese Navy had realized, strongly
influenced by thinkers in the Royal Navy, that the human crew actually represented the
weakest and most vulnerable part of the battleship system. Crews were unarmoured,
slow, costly to train and feed, and prone to injury or death. When visualizing naval
battles, J. N. Westwood, in his Witnesses of Tsushima warns the reader not to “think in
terms purely of materiel, of shells striking armour, of explosions below the waterline, of
ships burning and sinking… but it is people who are involved”.114 I propose that the
people and the material can be treated uniformly- the people are part of the material.
Warships were designed around the inclusion of a crew, and this meant providing room
for food storage, sleeping quarters, kitchens, latrines, showers, recreation facilities and so
on which were naturally to the exclusion of greater stores of ammunition, or thicker
armour plates, or larger engines. The presence of a crew was a hindrance made tolerable
only by the unmatched versatility a trained and skilled crew provided the naval
114
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commander. A skilled crew could continue to operate a ship’s guns, engines,
communications and other systems despite suffering from intense enemy bombardment.
The naval thinkers of the Imperial Japanese Navy believed that even the most
disciplined and committed crew could be overwhelmed by gunfire. Furthermore, the
Japanese navy believed that incapacitating the crew of an enemy warship would be easier
to achieve than actually sinking it.115 Certainly this had been proven to be the case at the
Battle of the Yalu (September 17th, 1894), during the Sino-Japanese War. Indeed, the
Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95 had been a crucial event for the development of the
Imperial Japanese Navy. The fact that Imperial Japan had defeated the Qing dynasty was
itself a remarkable event, but it was even more astounding that the Japanese had achieved
this victory with a navy almost entirely purchased from abroad.116 At the decisive
engagement of that war, the Battle of the Yalu, the outcome was determined by Japanese
quick-firing guns. In their 6-inch format, these guns could fire ten 100 pound shells in
fifty seconds.117 To the crews manning the decks of the Qing dynasty’s Peiyang Fleet, the
hail of fire produced by these weapons was horrendous, and in the event, decisive.118
Peter Padfield describes this technique as comparable to “the Nelsonic ‘hail of fire’”
which sought, at the expense of accuracy, to incapacitate and demoralize the enemy
through pure volume of shellfire.119
Hence, it can be seen that the Japanese actively sought to undermine the ability of
their opponents to fight back, by systematically decimating the human element aboard the
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warships of their enemies. Throughout the naval battles of the Russo-Japanese War, and
at the Battle of Tsushima, the Japanese sought to reproduce the effects they had produced
at the Yalu, only on a much larger scale. As will be demonstrated below, Russian
gunnery doctrine operated on completely different principles.
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Weapons.
In this section I will discuss the weapons and ammunition used by the Russians
and Japanese at the Battle of Tsushima. I believe that the specially developed furoshiki
shells provided the Japanese with a decisive advantage over their Russian adversaries,
who relied exclusively- and to their disadvantage- on less effective shells. I will also
discuss the effectiveness of Japanese torpedoes, which, unlike their Russian counterparts,
saw significant employment during the latter phases of the battle.
The shell, a canister containing an explosive charge, began its naval career in the
form of the ‘bomb’ lobbed from mortars aboard wooden sailing ships. Suffering from
their defeats in the Napoleonic Wars, the French pursued a series of innovations meant to
equalize the naval disparity England enjoyed over its continental rival. Based on the ideas
of Colonel Paixhans, a French artillery officer, the shell-gun was introduced in 1824.120
This weapon could deliver its shells along a horizontal trajectory, and with devastating
effect against flammable wooden hulls. It was immediately recognized that armouring
with iron would be necessary to protect the wooden hull from these bursting shells.
However, thirty years would pass before the metallurgy industry in Europe could produce
armour plates capable of withstanding large caliber shell and shot. So began the
technological race between shells and armouring which indeed continues to this day. In
1905, armour generally had the better of the shell due in large part to the relative
inaccuracy of naval gunfire.
The Japanese and Russians adhered to different doctrines with regards to the
employment of munitions. The Russians, following the ideas of the French, maintained
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that the shell was a penetrating weapon. The shell’s purpose being to defeat the armour of
an opponent’s ship, delivering its explosive payload to the vital areas, causing
catastrophic damage. Following this theory, battle would be decided by a few decisive,
critical hits. The Japanese, on the other hand, favored high-explosive shells: unlikely to
penetrate modern battleship armour, but quite capable of reducing ‘soft’ targets,
specifically a ship’s crew. In theory, once crippled, a warship could be sunk by any
number of means, from firing at it armour piercing munitions, or torpedoes, to laying
mines across its path, or even by ramming it.121
Towards this end, the Japanese made several modifications to standard ‘common’
armour piercing ammunition. Consider, for example, the 12-inch shells fired from the
Elswick/Armstrong 12/40 Pattern G guns fitted aboard the Japanese flagship, the Mikasa.
Two principle types of munitions were employed: Common Pointed, that is, highexplosive, and Armour Piercing.122 These 385 kilogram shells were fitted with 39
kilogram and 19 kilogram bursting charges, respectively. That is, nearly 10% of the total
mass of a Common Pointed shell, and 5% for Armour Piercing shells, was devoted to
bursting charge.123 Comparing these figures to the Russian equivalent demonstrates the
marked differences: The 12/40 1895 Pattern guns mounted on the Russian flagship at
Tsushima, the Kniaz Suvarov, fired 331 kilogram shells of the Common Pointed and
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Armour Piercing Capped type, dedicating 12.4 kilograms (3.7%) and 5.3 kilograms
(1.6%) to respective bursting charges.124
Besides the Russian utilization of ‘capped’ shells (more on that below), one will
notice the relatively small mass of the Russian bursting charges when compared to the
Japanese 12-inch shells. The purpose of the smaller bursting charge was to allow for
greater thickness of the shell’s skin, increasing the shell’s penetrating power. To achieve
larger bursting charges, the Japanese intentionally sacrificed penetrating power: skin
thickness was reduced such that the shells would lose integrity upon impact and shatter,
maximizing shrapnel damage but decreasing drastically the likelihood of scoring a
critical hit. It was this ‘thin skin’ which gave these munitions their name; furoshiki, “after
the thin Japanese kerchief.”125 A special fuse, known as the Ijuin fuse (named so after
Admiral Ijuin Goro who led the team which developed it) was fitted to these furoshiki
shells.126 The Ijuin fuse was essentially an impact detonator, designed to explode the shell
at the slightest provocation. These developments were in quite the opposite direction
from Russian shell design, which favored armour penetrating thick-skinned shells fitted
with delayed fuses.
The crowning achievement of Japanese shell design was the bursting charge
itself: the Shimose explosive. According to Evans & Peattie, the Shimose formula “was a
Japanese variant of picric acid explosives, developed by the French.”127 The Shimose
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explosive can ultimately be credited as the root cause of Japan’s victory at Tsushima.
Noel Busch relates the origin of the explosive:
Known in Japan as “Shimose,” after the naval engineer credited with
devising the formula for its composition, its acquisition actually dated back to the
summer of 1888, when a clever young Japanese naval officer named Sadayasu
Tomioka had been sent to France to witness a demonstration of a new kind of
powder developed there by a professional inventor who had indicated willingness
to sell his formula to the Japanese. Unfortunately for the success of this plan he…
had made the mistake of underestimating the sophistication of his visitor. While
examining the novel powder, Tomioka contrived to get a few grains of it under
one of his fingernails. Placed under a microscope a little later, these sufficed to
show that the secret ingredient in it was nothing more than picric acid, a chemical
well-known in Japan and readily procurable from local sources.128
The Shimose formula exploded faster and produced greater heat and pressure then the
Russian bursting explosives. 129 Conventional black powder or guncotton, the explosives
used by the Russians, were not nearly as effective. The Shimose would be remembered at
Tsushima for its “intense heat that ignited everything flammable.”130 Indeed, Japanese
shells fitted with Shimose were seen to set the paint of the Russian ships alight, causing a
terrifying phenomena: “what looked like ‘liquid flame’ [was seen] leaping on the sides of
the ship as if the steel itself was on fire.”131 Writing of this after the battle, Rozhestvenskii
recalled the effects of the Shimose explosive: “Everything began to burn and even in the
conning tower I was literally enveloped in flames.”132 Reports of this nature are common.
Japanese and Russian accounts alike stress the ferocity of the Japanese gunfire and the
incendiary effects that fire produced.133 Togo himself recalled the “strong conflagration”
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which enveloped the Russian ships as the Combined Fleet intensified its firing.134 One by
one the Russian battleships lose control and “burst heavily into flame” according to his
report.135
In addition to yielding a greater explosive charge and producing incendiary
effects, the Shimose formula was additionally prized for the incapacitating nature of its
smoke. A Russian doctor, present at the battle, described the effects of the Shimose gas:
On breathing these gases there occurred a phenomenon similar to a fierce
attack of coughing, as in severe bronchitis, and accompanied by a flushing of the
face. This sensation lasted quite a long time and many said that afterward they
experienced a severe headache and thirst.136
This powerful incapacitating explosive was loaded into a variety of shells throughout the
Japanese Navy, and by virtue of its popularity amongst the Japanese fleet was employed
ubiquitously at Tsushima.
Despite its powerful incendiary and incapacitating effects, the Shimose explosive
was not without its faults. When first employed in battle the explosive proved quite
unstable. Busch explains that the “extra sensitivity” of the Shimose explosive was to
prove detrimental during the initial phase of the war, routinely causing premature
explosions within gun barrels.137 Padfield believes these premature detonations were
caused by a fault in the Ijuin fuse.138 Evans and Peattie explain why the fuse- despite its
faults- was adopted: “Apparently, the thinking behind the navy’s adoption of this device
was that it would maximize destruction of the unarmored but vital above-deck
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components of a warship and cause maximum casualties to its crew.”139 Certainly this
would be true to the ideals the navy had mastered at the Yalu in the previous decade. By
May of 1905 the faults in the furoshiki shells had been corrected, providing the Japanese
with a decisive technological advantage
The Russians, on the other hand, primarily utilized wet guncotton; a nitrocellulose
based explosive widely employed at the turn of the century as a burster and a primerwell known in this latter form as so called ‘smokeless’ gunpowder.140 The production of
smokeless charges itself was a long project in experimentation, which in Britain resulted
in the production of ‘Cordite’. Cordite combined both nitrocellulose and nitro-glycerine
into stable form of propellant “manufactured in long cords, hence the name.”141 However,
the Cordite explosive was a specifically British invention, and was not employed by the
Japanese or Russians. Wet guncotton, used by the Russians, was to prove markedly
inferior to the Shimose explosive at Tsushima: Russians shells which struck their targets
routinely failed to detonate. According to J. N. Westwood, “of the twenty-four 12-inch
and thirty-six 6-inch hits scored by the Russians, eight and sixteen were with shells which
failed to explode.”142 Though the Russians also utilized the less powerful, but more
reliable black powder explosive, only their older uncapped shells were so fitted.
The other major development in shell technology was the introduction of the
capped shell, which the Russians were world leaders in.143 Essentially ‘capping’ a shell
involved “covering the hardened [shell] point with [a] soft ‘cap’ which took the force of
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impact and pre-stressed the armour before it broke aside and allowed the main shell to do
its work in the most favorable conditions”.144 So long as the shell impact at or near a right
angle to the armour, capped shells were “15 per cent” more likely to penetrate then
uncapped shells.145
The torpedo began its naval career in the form of the mine, or spar warhead. That
is, a stationary explosive floated in the water or mounted aboard small craft, with the goal
of exacting direct contact with an enemy warship’s hull. The infamous Confederate
Hundley, the first submarine to sink an enemy warship, had accomplished its historic task
with a spar torpedo. At any rate, the self guided torpedo- the weapon many naval thinkers
believed would herald the end of the battleship- was first developed “at Fiume, in
Austria, at the end of 1860 by the Englishman Whitehead, who had availed himself of the
preliminary researches of Commander Lupis of the Austrian Navy. The first official
experiments with the Whitehead torpedo were carried out by the Austrian government in
1867-68”.146 Though these early torpedoes were found lacking in almost every area
improvement “was steady and fairly rapid.”147 By 1885, the torpedo had become “one of
the deadliest weapons in the catalog of naval armament.”148
Though this essay focuses on capital ships to the exclusion of the fast attack craft,
a few words must be said regarding the development of the torpedo boat and the torpedo
boat destroyer, if only because these two craft absorbed so much attention during the
height of the ironclad era. At Tsushima, Japanese torpedo boats “succeeded in sinking
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one battleship (the Navarin) and crippling the Sisoi Veliky, Admiral Nakhimov, and the
Vladimir Monomakh. These were rather meager results, especially since the target ships
were already damaged and their crews exhausted.”149 It would seem then that the torpedo
boat did not live up to its expectations as a decisive weapon.
Destroyers
As for the weaponry used at the battle, the principle weapon of naval warfare in
the ironclad age was of course the gun. All other implements of destruction were of
purely secondary nature, and more often then not proved ineffective at Tsushima. The
ram, which every major warship of both sides was fitted with, was never employed. The
torpedo, though it played a role at Tsushima, did not live up to its prewar expectations as
a decisive weapon.
The gun itself had developed along a long historical trajectory.150 The invention of
the projectile weapon utilizing a chemical propellant dates back to the medieval period in
Europe.
QF guns151
At the beginning of the battle, Rozhestvenskii could employ some “26 12-inch
guns (only 16 of them modern weapons mounted in ships of modern construction), 17 10inch guns and 121 8-inch to 6 inch on one broadside” against the Combined Fleet.152 The
Combined Fleet, on the other hand, could attack with the “16 12-inch guns (on [Togo’s]
four battleships) and 112 8-inch and 6-inch able to fire on any one broadside.”153 This
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was “an apparently overwhelming superiority of heavy guns” but as can be seen, the two
sides were “roughly equal” in terms of secondary batteries.154 Additionally, while the
Second Squadron was steaming its long way towards Vladivostok, the Combined Fleet
was having its ships and weapons refitted. “After the destruction of the Port Arthur
squadron, in mid-December Togo had withdrawn his ships for refitting and, in particular,
for the renewal of worn gun barrels.”155 The Second Pacific Squadron could not afford
this luxury. In fact, in an effort to preserve the barrels of his ships from wear, and
maintain an adequate supply of ammunition, Rohzestvenskii had conducted only a few
days of practice firing.
The 12-inch guns on the Mikasa were designed with redundancy in mind. The
guns were normally reloaded via an electric system, and each gun could fire “three shells
every two minutes.”156 However, the guns could also be loaded by hydraulics or even
manually in the event of power loss.157
Range finders:
http://www.gwpda.org/naval/rjwargun.htm
The last weapon to discuss is the ram. Every major capital ship present at
Tsushima was fitted with a ram. Indeed, Admiral Makarov, generally accredited as the
most competent of the Russian admirals during the Russo-Japanese War, had in 1897
written an extensive section of his Naval Tactics on the uses of the ram.158 Warships of
this period “were fitted with huge beaks on the prow below the water-line—great
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cumbersome projections which affected the sailing qualities of the ship.”159 By the time
of the Russo-Japanese war the ram had sunk in size to a modest snub, and would soon
disappear altogether. Nevertheless it was present, a testimony to fact that the naval
campaign during the Russo-Japanese war was not perhaps as thoroughly modern as the
land campaign.
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Armour.
The end of the Crimean War heralded the beginning of widespread ship
armouring. However, the several pioneers had experimented with iron designs well
before 1855. The first British iron warships were designed by John Laird and built for the
British East India Company in 1839.160 The two ships were paddle steamers, the Nemesis
and Phlegethon, and both took part in the Opium War of 1839-42.161 Laird followed this
success with a series of designs for the Royal Navy, hesitantly adopted by the Admiralty.
Nevertheless, the use of iron was at this time premature. The metallurgy industry, though
it had undergone a rapid series of advances between the beginning and middle of the 19th
century remained in its infancy. Experiments conducted in 1846 against the iron ship
Ruby confirmed suspicions that iron construction was premature: shots fired at the Ruby
“passed through the vessel” with ease, hurling lethal iron splinters and blasting gaping
holes in the ship’s hull.162 “The shot so tore the ribs and plates,” relates Brodie, “that it
was evident that a single such blow in action might instantly sink the ship.”163 Iron’s
proponents contended that the Ruby was hardly a proper warship upon which to pin such
tests, while citing the continued developments occurring with regard to shell guns and
shell ordinance which so easily made tinder of wooden hulls.164 Iron was needed to
counter the shell, but the iron would have to withstand real bombardment before its
adoption. The first battle involving iron hulls was a shelling operation conducted on 17
October 1855. Three French built floating batteries, the Devastation, Lave and Tonnante,
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built of wood but protected by “4 inches of iron” withstood Russian cannon fire for over
three hours, and remained in action despite suffering over a hundred hits from both “shot
and shell”.165 This event conclusively marked the end of purely wooden ship construction,
and led the French, in 1858, to begin construction on the 5,630 ton Gloire, the first
modern armoured seagoing warship: the first true ironclad.166 The British response, the
9,137 ton Warrior, was markedly larger and more powerful then the Gloire initiating the
ironclad naval race between Britain and France which was to continue until challenge of
Germany as a naval power out at end to cross channel competition at the end of the 19th
century.
The Royal Navy stopped building first rate wooden warships in 1865. France
followed in 1869, both powers turning to iron construction for their capital ships.167
The ships of the respective fleets were protected, for the most part, by KruppCemented armour. Padfield explains that the “Krupp process” involved a series of stages
intended to increase “the hardness of the face, and the toughness and elasticity of the
back”.168 Krupp-Cemented armour was a compound based on “adding chromium and
manganese to ‘nickel’ steel,” which produced protection “two and a half times better than
iron.”169 As J. N. Westwood observes, “more Russian than Japanese battleships carried
Krupp armour,” at Tsushima.170 That said, it seems that more of the Japanese cruisers
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were armoured to at least some degree, while the Russian cruisers went unarmoured- not
to mention the unarmoured supply ships which trailed behind the battlefleet.
The proto-battlecruiser “Oslyabya had side armour which extended only over
about five-sixths of her length: her extreme forward sides were unarmoured.”171
Westwood describes the protection offered by the armour of the Borodino class; these
four ships “had their secondary 6-inch guns in turrets-an improvement over the seadrenched casemates still favoured by other navies. The also had the so-called British
arrangement of armour-a continuous and uniform waterline belt, with behind it an
armoured deck which toward the sides sloped downwards so that its edge met the lower
edge of the side armour.”172
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Engines.
This section will discuss the machinery and the fuel used by the respective fleets.
In terms of ship machinery, the Vertical Triple Expansion engine is the technology of
most significance. The VTE engine represented the apogee of marine steam engine
technology, until the invention and dissemination of the marine steam turbine.173
Steam engine power and efficiency had risen dramatically since the beginning of
the industrial revolution. By the time of the Crimean War, the major powers had all
undertaken extensive conversion programs, designed to supplement wind power with
steam. Nevertheless, steam did not supplant sail until the 1880s, and almost every navy
maintained wind powered warships even longer. The reasons for doing so were
straightforward: early steam engines were horribly inefficient, requiring large supplies of
coal to produce only paltry power. Early steam powered ships could only marginally
outpace their sailing rivals.174 Steam’s advantage was in its ability to free the battlefleet
from the confines of the wind, making travel at sea predictable.
The triple expansion engine operated on the principles established at the
beginning of the industrial revolution, but demonstrate perhaps more clearly then any
other technology, the successive waves of innovative improvements which a century of
research and development had produced. The VTE engine converted the energy stored in
coal to propeller rotation in several stages. Firstly the coal was burned in large furnaces.
The heat produced in these furnaces was transmitted to boilers where it was used to heat a
series of metal rods immersed in water. This heating would in turn boil the water
producing steam. Under pressure, the steam is funneled into a series of at first high but
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eventually low pressure cylinder chambers. The rapidly changing pressures exerted by
the steam would move a piston which when attached to the central propeller crankshaft
would generate rotation. Three series of side by side cylinders were utilized in the VTE
engine, each bank of cylinders known as an ‘expansion’ and as the engines featured three
expansions its becomes obvious as to where the VTE engines derived their names.
The Japanese built their first Vertical Triple Expansion engine for the gunboat
Oshima in 1890.175
Of course, logistics was imperative to any naval operation: the ironclad of the
early 20th century required plentiful stores of food, water, ammunition, spare parts, and
coal. Coal was burned in massive furnaces to produce heat which supplied the ship’s
boilers, producing steam. Steam, utilized under pressure to turn generators and move
cylinders provided the ship with its electricity and means of propulsion. Without large
stores of coal, the fighting ship would be quite unable to fight effectively, let alone move
under its own power. This chapter will discuss the logistics of fuel supply: how the
respective powers provided their fleets with stores of coal.
Both sides faced major logistical and supply problems leading up to the battle of
Tsushima. The Second and Third Pacific Squadrons on their way to Vladivostok would
require regular stops for coaling, and locally produced Russian coal was known to be of
inferior quality to other suppliers in Europe. The Japanese possessed large natural coal
supplies, but of particularly low quality. Additionally, warships would be required to
retire from blockade duty to coal. Japanese shipping, including coal supplies, were also
vulnerable to raiding, the Russian cruiser squadron at Vladivostok being a constant
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source of such annoyance to the Japanese. What measures did the powers take to resolve
these problems?
Japan possessed large quantities of unexploited coal at the beginning of Meiji
period. Coal mining in 1868 was localized on the southern island of Kyushu, specifically
the Chiku Ho district therein.176 Under the Meiji government’s “shokusan kogyo (develop
industry, promote enterprise)” initiative, foreign experts were contracted to improve the
state of the coal extraction industry, and expand operations beyond Kyushu.177 In the case
of coal, Thomas Blake Glover was the man of the hour. Glover was principally interested
in exporting coal from the Takashima district on the island of Honshu, by expanding the
traditional mining operations there. By March of 1870, Glover & Co. was producing 300
tons of lump coal a day, and planning to expand production to 500 tons per day.178
Though his mining operation was shortly thereafter acquired by the Netherlands Trading
Society is only of cursory importance: the example of Glover indicates the potential for
indigenous Japanese coal extraction if acted upon in an industrial manner, as the Meiji
government intended to do.
The navy itself sought to maximize its stores of coal from a very early date. In
1872 the navy established a “coal supply center” in Kyushu, where lump coal was to be
stored.179 Following a nationwide survey in 1886 “nearly forty” further sites were
established for stockpiling coal.180 Japanese lump coal was bituminous, meaning it
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contained bitumen, a tar-like substance, which when burned produced “prodigious clouds
of black smoke” that were naturally disadvantageous to flag signaling and would be
highly visible to enemy ships at any distance.181 Furthermore, unrefined lump coal was of
low density and thus produced little heat for its volume. As such, indigenous Japanese
coal was generally unsuited to naval operations. Refining the coal into briquette form
would have provided a local remedy by reducing impurities and increasing density,
making the coal more suitable for maritime operations. However, Japan lacked the
requisite knowledge and technology for briquette production well into the 20th century.
By 1904 and the outbreak of war with Russia, the Japanese had yet to master the
production of suitable coal fuel.
The navy was thus forced to import higher quality coal from abroad. Great Britain
represented the natural fuel supplier for any emerging navy, given that nation’s position
as the dominant coal producing country in the world throughout the ironclad age. Indeed,
“until about 1880” Great Britain produced more coal “than all other nations
combined.”182 British coal was also regarded highly for its superior quality. The British
built Asahi battleship “had consumed 5700 tons of good Cardiff coal” during its voyage
from England to Japan in 1902.183 One can presume the three other battleships of that
same class, the Shikishima, Hatsuse, and the Mikasa, burned similar quantities. The
armoured cruisers built in England also “had eaten up an average of 4000 tons each.”184
As such, it was quite clear to the Japanese navy, a navy which had fought the SinoJapanese War entirely on inefficient lump coal, that enormous quantities of high quality
181
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fuel would be required to fight a naval war against the world’s third largest naval
power.185 “’Welsh Cardiff,’ the best marine coal in the world,” was thus imported by the
Japanese navy, and in great volumes.186 On the eve of hostilities with Russia, the navy
acquired “an additional half million tons” of Cardiff to add to their current stockpiles of
650,000 tons.187 This large supply would prove its worth for powering the Combined
Fleet throughout the Russo-Japanese War.
Russia, naturally, possessed a longer history of industrialization upon which to
draw. Though suffering from an economic depression during the war period, the so called
Witte era of the 1890s and early 1900s had drastically improved the productivity of
Russian industry, and coal was no exception: 12 million tons of coal were produced in
Russia in 1900, in comparison to the 7 million tons produced in Japan that same year.188
Coal was mined from numerous locations across the empire.189 Nevertheless, Count
Sergei Witte’s industrial and infrastructure developments had cost the Russian populace,
the peasantry specifically, a great deal and had left the lower economic strata in dire
straights. The resulting depression “lasted several years and became combined with
political unrest”- not to mention the war Russia was losing at the time- too ultimately
propagate the 1905 revolution.190 At any rate, what of the Second Pacific Squadron? On
route to Vladivostok the Russian fleet was predicted to require “approximately a half185
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million tons” of coal fuel.191 The issue seems not to have been with the quality of Russian
coal, despite what some authors have claimed but rather with the actual supplying of that
coal: “Rozhestvensky knew that no neutral power would allow him to buy coal in its
ports, so he needed foreign steamers to supply the squadron with coal”.192 In 1903,
“anticipating hostilities” the Hamburg-Amerika Line (HAPAG), a German shipping
company, had approached the Russian government in search of possible business.193 The
Russians bought sixteen ships, “liners and freighters… for conversion into warships or
for use as auxiliaries.”194 The HAPAG was also contracted to deliver “340,000” tons
(338,200 tons) of Welsh Cardiff fuel to the Second Pacific Squadron.195 Sir John Fisher,
then First Sea Lord and the mind behind the HMS Dreadnaught was strongly opposed to
supplying the Russians with British coal. He had insisted that “neutral colliers should not
be loaded with British coal if the latter was destined for Rozhestvensky.”196 Little was
done however to enforce Fisher’s wishes, and “the British government… made no
attempt at this time to prevent vessels with superficially legitimate orders belonging to or
under charter to nonbelligerents from taking on coal in British ports.”197
Coaling itself was a cumbersome process. Sacks of coal had to be manhandled
between boats from the supply ships to the warships, and stored below deck in coal
bunkers. As can easily be imagined this process was notoriously difficult, messy, and
slow. Bringing the ‘collier’ ships “alongside” the warships proved impossible as “the
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different heights of the ships hindered coaling in this manner, even in calm weather. The
idea was abandoned after one of the Suvorov’s secondary guns became entangled with a
collier.”198
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Communications.
Communication between ships was conducted in two forms during the late
ironclad age. Radio telegraphy, invented by Marconi and known as ‘wireless’ was the
principle means of sending signals between ships at great distances. Flag signaling, based
on the Semaphore system, was used for visual communication between ships at short
distances. Each system possessed its benefits and drawbacks. The instantaneous long
distance radio systems were vulnerable to interception by enemy radio sets, and were
strictly reliant on electricity. Should the enemy decipher one’s radio communication
codes, or should a ship lose power, flag signaling, difficult to employ and hard to
comprehend in conditions of battle, would have to serve. This section is principlay
concerned with the radio telegraphy used at Tsushima, which, when employed by the
Japanese, proved to be the only example of active intelligence gathering during the battle
of Tsushima.
The radio was first made practical and commercial by Guglielmo Marconi around
the late 1890s. Orrin Dunlap, in his 1937 biography, Marconi romanticizes the era and
the man. “Marconi’s triumph lives with the radio,” he writes, “There may never be
another genius to whom science will award the sole honor of a great discovery…”.199
Marconi’s invention operated on the following principle: when an electric current is ran
through a length of wire, that wire emits electromagnetic radiation in the form of radio
waves. The radio waves can then be received by any similar length of wire and converted
to digits, letters, codes or even sound, depending on the receiving apparatus. In July of
1897, Marconi conducted a series of experiments at the behest of the Italian government,
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to examine the capability of his invention for signaling over water. Ellison Hawks in his
1927 edition of Pioneers of Wireless describes this historic event: “the transmitter-with a
vertical wire of 78ft. in length and terminating in a zinc plat-was installed near the arsenal
of St. Bartholomew, on the eastern side of the Gulf of Spezia…. The receiver was placed
on board a tug-boat, moored at various distances from the shore. The vertical receiving
wire on the tug was 48 ft. in height, ran to the top of the mast, and terminated in a zinc
plate…. Transmission was successful up to 4 km.”200 By increasing the height of the
transmitting and receiving wires, transmissions were eventually made at 13 kilometers
distance, and then at 18 kilometers when a 90 foot receiving wire was placed aboard the
Italian warship San Martino.201 Marconi, as he readily acknowledges, inherited a long
tradition of research and theory. His novel invention built on the thought and efforts of
dozens of scientists and inventors who had been busy investigating the properties of
electrical currents throughout the 19th century, in an effort to devise a means of
communicating without the use of wires. Indeed, great efforts had been made by the likes
of Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, and Nicola Tesla among others, to produce
‘wireless’ communication using electromagnetic conduction, induction and radiation.202
Bell, encouraged by the great success of his telephone, worked on producing a wireless
variant for use at sea. His method, tested on the Potomac river on December 11th, 1878,
involved utilizing the water of the river to complete an electrical circuit between a pair of
boats with positive and negative terminals protruding into the water.203 This system took
advantage of the conductive nature of water to transmit electricity between the two boats.
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Similar arrangements had been tested in water and on land throughout the early 19th
century. In 1886 Edison proposed transmitting electricity between balloons floated
hundreds of feet above the decks of ships.204 Building on his work with wireless train
signaling, powerful induction coils would theoretically enable electrical currents to be
circulated by ships “many miles apart”.205 This idea was expanded upon in 1891 by John
Trowbridge, who proposed inducing currents between ships via tall antennae. Trowbridge
faced insurmountable technical difficulties however, which served to highlight the
improbability of successfully communicating wirelessly at great distance by induction.
For example, to communicate at “half a mile” would require induction “coils composed
of ten turns of wire with a radius of 800 ft.”206 While experimenting in Colorado in 1898,
Tesla actually managed to achieve some of the results Trowbridge had theorized about:
Tesla’s “experiments were so far advanced, and conducted on such a gigantic scale, that
he was able to radiate sufficient energy to effectually burn out the armatures of the
Colorado [Electric Light] Company’s dynamos at a distance of five miles.”207 Further
effects were registered up to 13 miles distance. As Tesla explained, his research was
“almost entirely confined to alternating currents of high potential” with the goal of
transmitting energy wirelessly.208 In 1891 at Columbia University, Tesla had succeeded in
producing electromagnetic radiation at specific tuned frequencies. Nevertheless, Tesla
possessed little interest in producing a commercial form of wireless communication, and
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while his work on tuning may have been pioneering, he did not pursue that line of
research to a systematized commercial conclusion.209
So far I have outlined the origins of the radio as conceived by Marconi. How was
this device incorporated into and used by the fleets of Russia and Japan at Tsushima? In
1903 “all ships larger than destroyers” in the Japanese navy were invested with radio
equipment.210 These were homegrown Type 36 radios, devised by the Japanese Navy
Ministry which “found the cost of the Marconi wireless system, then operating with the
British navy, to be prohibitively expensive.”211 These radios had proved capable at ranges
of 70 miles during tests in 1901.212
Russian naval radios.213
Naval intelligence is the subject least written on with regards to the battle of
Tsushima. Nevertheless, the gathering of intelligence was absolutely crucial to the
battle’s outcome: there would have been no conflict had Togo’s scouts failed to find the
Second Pacific Squadron as it attempted to pass through the normally fog shrouded straits
the morning of the 27th. Inversely, Rozhestvenskii’s failure to deploy scouts was a crucial
error. Rozhestvenskii “apparently decided not to send off his cruisers on long-distance
reconnaissance” before passing through the Straits of Tsushima.214 He made this decision
on the basis of the mist that was obscuring the straights the evening of the 26th;
presumably any scouts sent would have failed to find much of anything, let alone return
209
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to their formation safely.215 As it happened, visibility that afternoon was cut down by
“haze” and “mist” but otherwise the expected fog did not present itself.216 It has been
suggested that Rozhestvenskii did not dispatch scouts because he was an obstinate
admiral, determined to drive his entire squadron to its doom. “His insistence on yellow
funnels” for example, “would seem to support those who alleged that he was a
blockhead.”217 It seems entirely possible, of course, that Rozhestvenskii refused to allow
the tall yellow funnels of his warships to be repainted because he believed the visibility
and identification advantage would be of greater use to his squadron then to the Japanese.
The incident at Dogger Bank- where several of his warships demolished some British
fishing boats (and killed the chaplain aboard the Aurora) during a night engagement
under the belief these were Japanese cruisers and torpedo boats- would attest to the need
for easily recognizable identification markings, especially once an engagement had
progressed to the point where smoke would obscure entire squadrons.218 Nevertheless,
why did Rozhestvenskii make no attempt to scout the Tsushima Straits? It is possible that
he believed “he could reach his goal if only his Squadron did not allow itself to be
disorganized by Japanese attacks” even to the exclusion of dispatching scouts.219
Westwood excuses Rozhestvenskii on this regard, for “he obviously did not anticipate the
sheer destructiveness of Togo’s assault: in fact he had no reason to, for it was
unprecedented.”220 However, Westwood is missing a crucial piece of information;
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specifically, that Rozhestvenskii believed he had already alluded the Combined Fleet,
before entering the Straits.
It appears that Rojestvensky's scouts had sighted what they took to be the
main Japanese fleet off Formosa, and there is no doubt that the Baltic Fleet when
it entered the Straits of Tsushima believed the bulk of the Japanese navy to be
behind it and the way to Vladivostok to be barred only by a certain number of
torpedo craft and cruisers, through which in the fog it had a fair chance of passing
unobserved. Mr. Jane holds that Rojestvensky's formation in two battle lines was
a sound enough one, in view of attacks from small craft only, while on the other
hand it was so obviously and hopelessly bad against a battle fleet attack that it
seems of itself conclusive evidence that Rojestvensky never expected to meet
Togo when he did.221
The fact that Rohzestvenskii immediately attempted to form his fleet into a single line
once the Combined Fleet appeared, seems to confirm the perspective espoused above.222
Taylor agrees, stating that the “imperfect battle formation” Rozhestvenskii took indicated
that the Russian admiral did not expect to encounter the entire Combined Fleet as he
transited the straits.223 One learns from David Walder that, in an uncharacteristic act of
“subterfuge” Rozhestvenskii had ordered the majority of his supply ships and colliers to
steam away from the Squadron, presumably to draw off some the of Japanese warships.224
When the Russian fleet actually entered the straits, Rozhestvenskii ordered radio silence,
further indicating his hope of alluding the Japanese altogether.225
During the actual battle, Peter Padfield describes the operations of the Combined
Fleet’s scouts. The Japanese “cruisers sighted the Russians in the early hours of 27 May
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as they approached the Straits of Tsushima… they were able to press in and wireless full
details of the Russian composition, formation, course and speed to Togo, who put to sea
to intercept.”226 Pleshakov writes of the system devised for patrolling the Sea of Japan,
where sections “ten minutes of latitude and longitude each” were swept by merchant
ships and cruisers.227
Evgeny Sergeev’s recent book Russian Military Intelligence in the War with
Japan, 1904-5, dedicates only a single page to discussing Tsushima, however he agrees
with Westwood’s position. Sergeev considers the affair of scouting to be the only issue of
military intelligence which requires discussion from the Russian perspective. He believes
Rozhestvenskii, having little choice given the weather, acted appropriately when he
decided not to send scouts.228 Sergeev concludes his section on Tsushima by noting that
“four British naval officers were staying on board the main Japanese battleships, for
example the flagship Mikasa, during the fighting. Their instructions were probably one of
the factors that facilitated the sons of the Mikado defeating the Russian fleet in the largest
sea battle in history before the First World War.”229 The British naval personal stationed
aboard the Japanese capital ships were certainly an asset, and have left rich memoirs of
the battle, but to accredit them as the cornerstone of the Japanese victory is to ignore
more prevalent technological and tactical issues.
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Conclusions.
This paper has argued that the quality of ammunition was the decisive factor at
the Battle of Tsushima. I believe the Japanese were victorious because they attacked the
manpower of the Russian fleet, and did so with overwhelmingly superior ammunition.
The furoshiki shells, fitted with their Shimose explosive, succeeded in resurrecting a
feature of the naval campaigns of the Napoleonic Wars- the use of specially tailored
ammunition to inflict maximum damage to the ‘soft’ parts of the warship, in 1805,
particularly the crew and sailing rig. 230 Anti-crew and anti-rig munitions were to be found
in the form of grape and chain shot, with a variety of derivatives.231 The principle behind
the use of these munitions, one hundred years before Tsushima, had been to “overwhelm
enemy men” by destroying the areas where the crew operated (in the rigging, at the
wheelhouse, along the gun decks, and so on), or by killing the crew outright.232 Applied
to the 20th century, these methods forced the gunners and crewmen aboard the Russian
ships to fight under the conditions of an artillery barrage the likes of which the famed
German artillerist of the First World War, Colonel Bruchmuller, would have found
inspirational.233 Georg Bruchmuller developed a systemization of artillery which involved
overwhelming the soldiers on the receiving end of a barrage with “short, violent, [and]
intensive” shelling. Bruchmuller preferred to employ gas shells, which provided all the
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landscape.
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Appendix (A).

“Routes of Russian Ships from Reval to Tsushima” in Noel Fairchild Busch, The
Emperor’s sword; Japan vs Russia in the Battle of Tsushima (New York: Funk &
Wagnalls, 1969), frontpiece.
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Appendix (B).

Map from, David C. Evans & Mark R. Peattie, Kaigun: Strategy, Tactics, and Technology in the
Imperial Japanese Navy, 1887-1941 (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 1997), 123.
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Appendix (C).

Map showing ‘the Turn’ from A. Novikoff-Priboy, Tsushima, trans., Eden & Cedar Paul
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944), 423.
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Appendix (A).

“Fleets of 1905- Fleet list for the Battle of Tsushima.” From, The Russo-Japanese War Research
Society, <http://www.russojapanesewar.com/1905-Fleets.pdf> (2002).
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Appendix (A).

Photograph from Richard Hough, The fleet that had to die (New York: Viking Press, 1958).
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Appendix (A)

“The Range of Guns, 1570-1942” in, Oliver Warner, Great Sea Battles (London:
George Weidenfeld & Nicolson Ltd., 1963), 13. The chart is truncated (maximum ranges
for the “Jutland” and “Bismarck” are shown at 35,000 yards).
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Appendix (A)

Peter Padfield, The Battleship Era (London: Granada Publishing Ltd., 1972), Appendix

Showing the armour protection on the Suvarov, the Russian flagship at Tsushima.
Notice the similarities with the French built Charles Martel at top.
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“Early Meiji Economic Development,” in, Peter Duus, Modern Japan, 2nd ed.
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1998), 151.
Coal extraction can be seen to be occurring on the southern island of Kyushu.
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“Industry and Agriculture – 19th Century” in, Nicholas V. Riasanovsky & Mark
D. Steinberg, A History of Russia, 7th ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005),
401.
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Appendix (A)

“Highton’s System” in, Ellison Hawks, Pioneers of Wireless (New York: Arno
Press, 1974), 89.
An electrical current is conducted through water from A to C and D to B without
the use of wires.
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“Induction” in, Ellison Hawks, Pioneers of Wireless (New York: Arno Press,
1974), 127.
The two coils share magnetic fields and are thus capable of transmitting and
receiving energy between each other.
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“Plate 20” in, Evgeny Sergeev, Russian Military Intelligence in the War with
Japan, 1904-05 (New York: Routledge, 2007).
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Appendix (A)

“Various cylinder arrangement of triple expansion engine,” in, M. Hanley, “Triple
Expansion Steam Engines,” 28 December 1997, <http://www.carferries.com/triple/>
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Appendix (B)

“The Speed of Ships, 1570-1942,” in, Oliver Warner, Great Sea Battles (London:
George Weidenfeld & Nicolson Ltd., 1963), 12.
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Photograph from Richard Hough, The fleet that had to die (New York: Viking Press, 1958).
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